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0. INTRODUCTION 
The paper deals with large time behavior of solutions of the problem 
u,=d(lul”-l u)+f(u), xgD,t>O, (0.1) 
u(x, t) =o, x~aD,t>O, (O-2) 
4x9 0) = u&h XED, (0.3) 
with D c RN smoothly bounded, m > 0, and f superlinear. As a typical 
example we may consider f(u)= (ulp-’ U, p>max{ 1, m}. For this 
particular f it is well known that there exist choices of u0 for which the 
corresponding solutions tend to zero as t -+ cc and other choices for which 
the solutions blow up in finite time. If we are interested in other types of 
behavior we may consider the possibility 
(P) u(t, u,,) exists globally but is not uniformly bounded. 
The results of Ni, Sacks, and Tavantzis [ 133, as applied to this 
particular problem with m = 1, could be expressed roughly in the following 
way. 
Let D be a convex domain in RN and let u. 2 0. 
(i) If 1 < p < (N+ 2)/N, then (P) cannot occur. 
(ii) If p 2 (N+ 2)/(N- 2), Nb 3, then (P) does occur. 
Cazenave and Lions [ 31 showed that (P) is excluded if p > 1, N = 1,2 or 
1 < p < (N + 2)/(N - 2), N B 3 for m = 1, D-smoothly bounded and u,, 
which is allowed to change sign. 
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Giga [8] improved the result of [3] and derived an a priori bound for 
any nonnegative global solution in terms of the sup-norm of uo. 
Since none of the above-mentioned works treated the case where f(u) 
increases more rapidly than a power of u, the extensively studied problem 
(0.1 k(O.3) with f(u) = e’, m = 1 provided the motivation for a part of our 
investigations. One of the aims of the present paper is to improve the 
results of Fujita [6] on the dynamics of this particular problem showing 
that (P) is impossible if N= 1, 2. More precisely, assuming certain super- 
linearity off and m = 1 we show the boundedness of global solutions (in 
HA and L”-norms) for f locally Lipschitzian with an arbitrary growth if 
N=l and for If(u)1 <Krexp(K, Iu14), K,, K,>O, O<q<2, if N=2. 
Although we did not succeed in proving that the growth rate for N= 2 is 
optimal, it might be interesting to point out the analogy between the cases 
N = 2 and N > 3. Namely, (P) does not occur if uf(u) increases more slowly 
than the Young function M of the Orlicz space L,(D), which is the best 
target space for the continuous embedding of HA(D). 
In [13], Ni, Sacks, and Tavantzis were able to extend their results to 
degenerate diffusion problems with m > 1 on convex domains provided the 
initial values are nonnegative and decrease near dD in a suitable way. 
Under these assumptions their results concerning (P) forf(u) = up read as 
follows: 
(i), If 1 <m-c p< (N+2)/N, then (P) cannot occur. 
(ii), IfP/m>(N+2)/(N-2) Na3, then (P) does occur. 
The main aim of the present paper is to remove the restrictions on the 
domain and the initial values, to fill the gap between (N+ 2)/mN and 
(N+2)/(N-2) if N>3 (or (N+2)/mN and 00 if N=1,2) and also to 
prove the impossibility of (P) in these circumstances forf general enough. 
Another purpose is to extend the result to fast diffusion problems 
(0Krn-c 1). 
Our hypotheses on fin the particular case m = 1 are less restrictive than 
those in [3]. For example, we do not require f(0) = 0. So we generalize 
previous boundedness results even for m = 1, f with power growth, N> 3. 
The idea of our proofs by contradiction (completely different from the 
methods of [ 13,3,8]) may be sketched for m = N = 1 as follows. For an 
unbounded global solution u(t, uo) it holds that 
lim sup I(u(t, uo)liH; = co. 
,-CC 
Using an argument based on the classical concavity method (see, e.g., 
[14]), we show the impossibility of 






lim inf I( u( t, uO) /I H:, < cc 
t+rn 
implies that w(uO) (the w-limit set of u,,) contains for every number B 
large enough an equilibrium w with I(wII “; = B. This leads to a contra- 
diction, since there is a constant K (depending on uO) such that [lull H; 6 K 
for every UE o(u,,). In general, our method yields no a priori esttmate 
of Ilu( t, u,)ll Lm in terms of some norm of uO. We obtain only an a priori 
bound of limsup,,, II(IuI”-‘u)(t, u,JII~;. 
1. THE DEGENERATE CASE 
Let us first introduce some notation: QT := D x (0, T), IDI is the 
Lebesgue measure of D, \uI, := IIuJILqcDl for 1 < q < co, llull := 
(SD IVu12 &)I’*, SD u := SD u(x, t) dx, JJBr u := &, u(x, t) dx dt, u9 := 
1#19-1 u, a(u) := Urn, b(u) := zP+ 1)‘2. 
The domain D c RN is supposed to be bounded with boundary i3D of 
class C3. For simplicity we shall assume the initial function u0 to be 
smooth enough, i.e., a(u,)~L”(D)n HA(D). By a solution of Problem 
(O.lt(0.3) on [0, T] we mean a function UE: C( [0, T]; L2(D)) n 
L”(0, T, L”(D)) such that a(u)gL”(O, T, HA(D)) and u satisfies 
jD 4t*) cp(t*) - jjQ,* ( u~,-Vu(u)V~+j(u)~)=l,,uo~(O) (1.1) 
for all t* E [0, T] and cp~H’(0, T; L*(D))nL”(O, T; Hi(D)). 
If f: R -+ I&! is locally Lipschitz, then there exists a t,,, = tmax(uO), 
0 < 4mx < co, such that Problem (O.l)-(0.3) possesses a unique solution u 
on [0, T] for any TE (0, t,,,). If t,,,< co, then lu(t, uO)lao + cc as 
t -+ 4nax- Moreover, for t E [0, t,,,] it holds that 
Wm + I)-’ j’ I Wu)), I Z + 44t)) G J(u,), (1.2) 
0 
where 
4~) = i I14uN12 - m JD F(u), F(u)= j’(u~“-lf(u)dv. 
0 
For the proofs of these well-known facts we refer, e.g., to [ 111 (m 2 1) and 
[4] (O<m<l). 
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Under the o-limit set of a global (z,,, = co) solution u(t, uO) we mean in 
this section the set 
O(ZQ,) := (u : a(u) E HA(D), there is a sequence { 1,}, t, + cc, 
such that a(u(t,, uO)) --, a(u) in L*(D)}. 
By a stationary solution (equilibrium) we mean a function u such that 
a(v) E C’(D) n C’(D), u = 0 on L?D, and &a(v)) +f(u) = 0 in D. 
Our hypotheses on f will be: local Lipschitz continuity together with a 
subcritical power growth and a certain kind of superlinearity. More 
precisely, we shall assume 
(LP) f: R -+ R is locally Lipschitz, there exist constants C > 0, 
p > Max{ 1, m}, p/m < (N+ 2)/(N- 2) if N> 3, such that 
f(u)signu,<C(IulP+l) for uE[W. 
(SL) There exist constants E > max{ 0, 1 - m}, C, , Cz, C, > 0, C, > C, , 
for which 
a(u)f(u)>(2m+E)F(u)-C,>C* (f.4(*m+c-C3 
(a) for UE R, or 
(1.3) 
(b) j-20 and (1.3) holds for u>O. 
We remark that (LP) contains a restriction on m. Namely, m > 
(N-2)/(N+2) if N>2. 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf u(t, z+,) is a global solution of (O.l)-(0.3) and f satisfies 
(LP), (SL), then 
(i) SUPINE IMu(t, uo))ll < ~0, 
(ii) sw,,o Mt, uo)lm < 00. 
For the proof we shall need the subsequent lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf u is a global solution of (0.1~(0.3) and f satisfies (SL) 
then there exists a constant K= ~(a,)>0 such that Ju(t, uO)lm+, <IC for 





= -2J(u)+/ of(u)-2m~~F(u) f0ra.e. t>O. (1.4) 
D 
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When (1.2), ( 1.3), and the Holder inequality are applied successively, (1.4) 
yields 
2 -2424,) + ( j a(u)f(u) - (2m + E) j F(u)) + E j flu) 
D D D 
where 
6 = (2m + E)/(m + 1) > 1, 
Cd = EC* IDI (1 -m-mm+d/(2m + E), 
C5 = 2424,) + C, + c(C3 - C,) IDl/(2m + E). 
Hence y(t) := SD Iu(t)lm+’ satisfies the inequality 
~‘2 (m + l)(Cqyd - C,) for a.e. t > 0. 
If there is a t,, 2 0 for which y( to) > K := (C5/C,)“6, then it is easy to see 
that y blows up in a finite time, a contradiction. 
In case (b) the assumption on nonnegativity off implies U(X, t; uO) > 
min{O, ess inf u,,} a.e. in D x (0, co ). This follows from the comparison 
principle (see [l] for m > 1, [4] for 0 <m < 1). The inequalities (1.3) are 
then valid on the whole range of u(t, uO) with Ci, C3 replaced by some 
constants CT, C: which depend on ess inf u,,. Therefore the proof may be 
carried out as in the previous case. 
Remark 1.3. The above argument enables us to consider only the case 
(SL) (a) in the subsequent proofs. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Assume (SL)(a). Then, given uO, there is a 1* > 0 such 
that tmax(12u0) < co for L > A*. The same is true for u0 nonnegative provided 
(SL)(b) holds. 
Proof. The function j(A) := J(Au,) is bounded from above by a constant 
j* (depending on uO), because by (1.3) 
j(A)<~AZm Ila(u,)(~2-C2m(2m+~)~1 ; 2m+E ju012m+& 5 D 
- (C, + C,) m/(2m + 6). 
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It follows that it suffices to choose A* > (C:/C,)‘/’ luOj ;T; I, where 
c: = 2j* + Cl + E(C3 - C,) ID1/(2m + E). 
LEMMA 1.5. Let f satisfy (SL). If IIa(u(t, u,,))ll + co as t + tmax(uO), then 
4nax(~o) < 03. 
ProoJ The classical concavity method (see, e.g., [14]) is used in our 
proof by contradiction. Suppose &,,,, = CO and denote 
M(t) := jjQ, a(u)u= jjQ, Iulm+ ‘. 
Then 
Wf) = jD 4uo) u. + jjQ, (444, 
= j 4uo)uo+(m+1) j'( -114~)112+ jDa(~)f(~)), 
0 
jW~I=i+lI( -114~~112+ j a(u)/(u)) 
D 
= (m + 1) 
( 




>4(2m+~)(m+ I)-’ j; I(b(u)),l: 
+ (m + l)( - (2 +&/m) J(uo) + E Ila(u)l12/2m - C, IDI). 
The last inequality follows from (1.2) and (1.3). Now 
MM”-(2m+&)(m+ l)-’ (AI’)2 
>4(2m+~)(m+ 1)-l 
x ( jj;, e4 jjQ, (44): - ( jjQ, b(u)(b(u)),)i) 
+(m+ l)M(-(~+@~)J(u,)+E Ila(u)~~2/2m-C, IDI) 
-2(2m+&)(m+ l)-‘M’ IUol;=:. 
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The first term on the right-hand side is nonnegative according to the 
Schwarz inequality. The second term tends to infinity as t + cc by our 
assumptions and the last one is bounded according to Lemma 1.2. Hence, 
there is a to > 0 such that the right-hand side is positive for t > t,,. There- 
fore (A!-‘)” < 0 for t > t,, where A= (m - 1 + s)/(m + 1) > 0. Since M-’ is 
decreasing, it must have a root t, > 0, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume (LP) holds. Then for every 0 < A < B there is a 
z=$A, B)>O such that lu(t, uJ~+~G Bfor O< t <t provided IuOlm+,,<A 
and u(t, u,,) is a global solution. 
Proof: Let S(u,) := {t >O: lu(t, u,,)[~+~= B) be nonempty. Denote 
a(~,,) := inf S(u,). We must show the existence of a z > 0 such that 
o(u,)>r for every u0 with IuOlmfp<A. From (1.1) we obtain for 
a.e. t E (0, a) 
--&$ jD 14m+P 
< -4m(m+p- 1)(2m+p- 1))’ IIum+(p~1)‘21(2 
+ c 
( 
jD lUl*P+m-l + 1). 
Consider first the case N = 1,2. Set r = (m + p)(2m + p)/2m. By the Holder 
inequality 
s D IUlm+2P-I 4 jD lul~+~)(.~*p-~+l)‘(‘-p-~) 
X (1 > (p- l)l(r-P~m) 14’ 5 (1.6) D 
from the continuous embedding of I-Z;(D) into Lq(D), q = 2r/(2m + p - l), 
we have 
I (ul’<Cs IIz4m+(P--1q9. (1.7) D 
Since q(p - l)/(r -m - p) < 2, (1.6) together with (1.7) and the Young 
inequality lead to 
&s, I4 m+p<C*(B) for a.e. t E (0, a) 
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and the assertion follows for N= 1,2. If Na 3 we apply the Holder 
inequality (similarly to Nakao [12, estimate (2.4)]) to obtain 
s IUI D 
2/J+m--1< Iulypm-l-m ju/;, 
q=(p+2m-l)N/(N-2), 
a=iV(p-l)(p+2m-l)(N(p+2m-l)-(N-2)(m+p)))’. 
The continuous embedding of HA(D) into LZN’(N--2)(D) implies 
b&G cs lb m+(p~1)/211Zl(P+2m--I). 
Since 2a/(p + 2m - 1) < 2 we may use the Young inequality and finish the 
proof as in the previous case. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let (LP) hold. If u( t, uO) is a global solution with 
liminflu(t,u,)l,+.=k<co, 
lim SUP 146 dm+p= ~0, 
,-Co 
then for every B > k there is a w E w(uO) such that 
is an equilibrium. 
I4 m + p = B. Moreover, w 
Proof: Choose a sequence {t,} for which Iu(t,, u,-JJ~ + p = B. Since 
5 F(u(t,, u,,))<C(B”+~+B~ IDlp’(m+p)), (1.8) D 
(1.2) implies the boundedness of Ila(u(t,, uO)ll. By our assumption HA(D) 
is compactly embedded into L’“+p”m(D), thus 
44t,, %J) + a(w) in L(” + P)/“(o) (1.9) 
through a subsequence again denoted by a(u(t,, Q)). 
In order to show that w is an equilibrium we proceed similarly to 
Langlais and Phillips [lo] in the proof of stabilization of a bounded solu- 
tion. Namely, we pass to the limit (as t, --f cc) in the identity (1.1) with a 
suitably chosen test function. 
According to Lemma 1.6 there is a t > 0 such that 
b(t,+.c d,n+pG-J+ 1 for SE (0, z). (1.10) 
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Denote U,(S) := u(t, + S, u,,), s E (0, r). We show 
4Un) + b(w) in L2(D x (0, r)). 
Indeed, for s E (0, r) 
(1.11) 
and we obtain 
IhUn) -b(u(t,))1L2~Dx(0,r))~Z (j Jrn lN44M’)1’2. (1.12) 
D I. 
The right-hand side in (1.12) tends to zero as n + cc because from (1.2) we 
see 
4m(m+ 11-* s,s,” Iwh12~J(%)+~ jDWJ 
and this (together with (1.8)) means that (b(u)),fL2(D x (0, co)). 
For m > 1 and u, u E R it obviously holds that 
Ib(u)-b(u)(2~2(m-1)‘m la(u)-a(u)p+‘““, 
hence by (1.9) we obtain for m > 1 
b(4fn)) + b(w) in L2(D x (0, r)). (1.13) 
If 0 <m < 1, the mean value theorem yields 
b(u) - b(u) = lel(1-m)‘2m (a(u) - u(u)) 
for U, u E R and some 8 lying between u(u) and u(u). The Holder inequality 
and (1.9) then imply that (1.13) holds also in this case. 
Now (1.11) follows from (1.12), (1.13); therefore it is possible to extract 
a subsequence (again labelled by U,) such that 
u, + w a.e. in D x (0, z) (1.14) 
BY (1.W IW%+p, lf(W))l~,+,~~~ and 14W~)hm+.~,m are 
bounded. From Fatou’s lemma we have w E L" + p(D), f(w) E L('"+ """(D), 
and u(w) E L("+ p""(D). According to the Holder inequality 
s [U,(s)-WI < (E((m+P-‘)‘(m+p) IUn@)--lm+p E 
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for every measurable set E c D; thus Vitali’s theorem yields 
u, + w in L’(D x (0, 7)). (1.15) 
The same arguments how that 
f(uJ +-f(w) in L’(D x (0, z)), (1.16) 
4 Ur7) + a(w) in L’(D x (0, z)). (1.17) 
In order to pass to the limit in (1.1) we first introduce suitable test 
functions. Take 
* E cfm pEC;(O,z), p>o, i 7p(s)ds=1. 0 
Put 
rp(x, t)= i 
At - t,) IL(x) for t>f,, XED, 
o for O<t<t,,x~D. 
Further, set t* = t,, + r to obtain from (1.1) that 
[up’(t-t,)$+a(u)p(t-t,)d$+f(u)p(t-t,)+-Jdxdt=O. 
The transformation s = t - t, leads to 
The assertion follows then from (1.15)-(1.17) and the choice of p. 
LEMMA 1.8. Assume (SL). Let u(t, uo) be a global solution with 
w(uo) # a. Zf w E w(uo), w is an equilibrium, then Ila(w)II < K for some 
positive constant K depending on uo. 
Proof: The inequality (1.2) yields 
(2 + E/m) J(uo) > (2 + E/m) J(w) = (1 + &/2m) Ilu(w) - (2m + E) S, F(w). 
Since w is an equilibrium, we have Ila(w)l12 =sD a(w)f(w), therefore 
(2+dm)J(w)=E Iln(w)l12/2m+~Dn(w)~(w)-(2m+&)~DF(w) 
2~ Ila(w)l12/2m-Cl. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let u( t, u,,) be a global solution with 
lim supt _ co Ila(u(t, u,))ll = 00. Then lim SUP~+~ lu(t, z4,,)lmfp= cc due to 
(l-2). If lu(t, %Nm+p + cc as t -+ cc then the Sobolev embedding theorem 
implies 
I4 f,yp = b(u)1 (m+p)/m~Cs Il4u)ll (1.18) 
and we arrive at a contradiction with Lemma 1.5. If lim inf, _ m lu( t, u,)l,,, + p 
is finite, then o(r+,) contains equilibria which are arbitrarily large in the 
L m+P-norm (Lemma 1.7). This (together with (1.18)) leads to a contradic- 
tion with Lemma 1.8, so (i) is shown. 
To prove (ii) we shall need the following La-estimate ([S]; see also 
[ 123 for a related result). If f satisfies (LP) and q > (p-m) max{ 1, N/2}, 
then there is a function g4 E C(R+ x R+) such that 
for t E (0, t,,,(u,-,)). We use this estimate with q=m+ p. Taking 
Theorem 1.1(i) and (1.18) into account we have, namely, sup,,, lu(t, u,,)[~+~ 
< co; thus the proof is complete. 
Although Theorem 1.1 yields no a priori bound for global solutions, at 
least some asymptotic a priori bounds can be obtained. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Zfu(t, uO) isaglobalsolution, thenlimsup,,, jla(u(t, uO))ll 
<R for some constant R which depends on Ila(z+,)ll if we assume @L)(a) 
and on Ila(u,)ll, ess inf a0 in the case (SL)(b). 
Proof: By Theorem 1.1 we have limsup,,, lu(t, u,)l,+,=:M<co. 
Suppose 
hf > (KC,)*, (1.20) 
K is the constant from Lemma 1.8, C, is the Sobolev constant from (1.18). 
Choose a sequence { tn} for which lu( t,, aO)lm + p + M as n + co. According 
to (1.2) it is possible to extract a subsequence (again denoted by {t,}) such 
that a(u(t,, u,,)) converges in L (m + J’)““(D). But then (1.20) leads to a 
contradiction with Lemma 1.8. The HA-bound follows due to (1.2). 
Remark 1.10. Under a more restrictive assumption on p (p < m + 2/ 
max{ 1, N/2)), a uniform L”-a priori bound of any global solution u(t, u,,) 
in terms of Il4~dll, Mm is an immediate consequence of ( 1.19) and 
Lemma 1.2. 
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2. THE NONDEGENERATE CASE (N = 1,2) 
In addition to the superlinearity condition (SL) with m = 1, the function 
f will be supposed to satisfy, instead of (LP), the hypothesis 
(L) f: !R -+ IR’ is locally Lipschitz if N = 1. 
If N = 2 we assume: 
(LE) There exist constants K1, K2 > 0 and q E (0,2) such that for all 
24,UER 
If(u)-f(u)l<K1 b--v1 (exp(K, Mq)+exp(K2 Id”)). 
In both cases Eqs. (0.1) with m = 1 and (0.2) define a local semiflow in 
X” = HA(D) (X= L*(D), a = i). The condition to be checked is the local 
Lipschitz continuity of the Nemitskii operator u -+ f(u) from H;(D) into 
L*(D) (see [9]). This is easily seen if N= 1. If N= 2, the Lipschitz condi- 
tion is satisfied due to the fact that there exist constants ci, c2 > 0 for which 
s exp(c, 14xMl~ll)2 dx G c2 PI for any u E HA(D) D 
(see, e.g., [2, p. 411). Indeed, for an arbitrary constant L>O we obtain, 
using the Young inequality, 
L(l4/ll~ll)” ll~llq~(c, l4/ll~ll)*+~ II.I12y’(2-q)~ 
therefore 
s exp(L lulq) Gc, (D( exp(ZJ ((u((*~‘(*-~)). (2.1) D 
From (2.1) (with L=2K,, e.g.) it follows that u + f(u) maps HA(D) into 
L*(D) and we can estimate (applying the Schwartz inequality) 
If(u)-fwl: 





The inequality (2.1) with L=4K2 and the continuity of the embedding of 
HA(D) into L4(D) lead to the desired result. 
Obviously, the local semiflow obtained is gradient-like with respect to 
the functional J from (1.2), i.e., (1.2) holds for m = 1. Lemmas 1.2, 1.5, 1.8 
with m = 1 can be seen easily to apply to solutions in the semiflow sense. 
The o-limit set is now understood in the sense usual in the theory of 
dynamical systems. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume (SL) with m = 1. Suppose further that either 
N= 1 and (L) holds or N = 2 and (LE) is satisfied. Zf u( t, uO) is a global 
solution of (O.lk(O.3) with m = 1, uOe HA(D), then 
0) sup,20 II44 u,)ll < 00, 
(ii) sup,,, lu(t, UO)lm < cc for any r>O. 
We shall proceed analogously to the degenerate case. Again, there are two 
types of possible behavior of a global solution u(t, uo) with IIu(t, uo)l/ 
unbounded. jlu(t, u,,)ll cannot tend to infinity as t + co according to 
Lemma 1.5, thus it suffices to show that the “oscillatory” behavior of 
IJu(t, uo)ll is excluded. Due to Lemma 1.8 we need only prove the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold, except those of 
(SL). ?f 
liminf Ilu(t, uo)ll =k< co, lim sup II u( t, uo) II = cc 
r-m r-m 
then for every B large enough there is a w E w(uo) with II WI/ = B. Moreover, 
w is an equilibrium. 
Proof: Consider first N= 1. By our assumptions it is possible to choose 
a sequence {tn}, t, + co, satisfying the following three conditions. 
(a) II4t,, uo)ll = B; 
(b) IIu(t, uo)ll GB for tE [f2,,, bn+ll; 
(c) there is a sequence {s,,} such that S,E (t2n, t2n+l), IIu(s,, uo)I < 
k+ 1. 
From the variation of constants formula (see [9]) we obtain 
Il~~~~n+~~lI~~II~~~n~ll+MJ-‘2n+‘~~~~+,-~~-1’ZIf~~~~~~I~~~ (2.2) 
hl 
for some positive constant M. I f(u(s))lz is obviously bounded by a con- 
stant depending on B; therefore t2,1 + I - t,, > 6 > 0 if we take B > M(k + 1). 
Now choose /I E (i, 1) to obtain 
Ildt *n+l)ll~d~~-(8-1’2) II~(~*n+1-~)11 
+ M.r2”+’ (tzn+l -.Cp If(u(s))l2ds. bl+1-~ 
(2.3) 
(11. IIB denotes the norm in Xs.) Since the right-hand side is bounded and 
XB is compactly embedded into X” if fl> a (see [9]), we can extract from 
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Mt 2n+ ,)} a convergent (in HA(D)) subsequence. Standard arguments 
enable us to conclude that the limit element is an equilibrium because our 
local semiflow admits a continuous Lyapunov functional. 
In the case N= 2 we can estimate lf(u(s))lz in (2.2), (2.3) in terms of B 
if we take into account (2.1) with L = 2K,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (ii) for N = 2. The proof is again based on the 
variation of constants formula and on the continuity of the embedding of 
XB into L”(D) for BE (4, 1) (see [9]). 
For 0 < .H < A, (the first eigenvalue of -A under the Dirichlet boundary 
condition) we have 
IIu(t, u,)llp<Mt-‘D-1’2) Iluoll 
If(uh udN2 ds. 
If(u(s, u0))12 is bounded for $20 by virtue of (21) and Theorem 2.1(i). It 
is easy to see that 
s ; (t-s)- Bep’(f S)dS<p~-lr(l -p) for t>O 
and this completes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 it holds that 
lim sup llu(t, uo)ll <K 
,-CC 
(K is the constant from Lemma 1.8), because for every E > 0 there is a 
t, > 0 such that (u(t, u,J : t > to> is contained in the s-neighborhood (in 
HA-topology) of o(u,,). o(u,,) is known to be nonempty and to consist of 
equilibria if sup,,, (Ju(t, u,,)ll < cc (see [9]). 
Let us finish with some remarks concerning problem (0.1~(0.3) with 
m = 1, f(u) = e“, N= 1,2. 
Remark 2.4. If there are no stationary solutions, which happens, e.g., if 
1, c e (see [6]), then any solution blows up in a finite time according to 
Theorem 2.1 and the above-mentioned facts concerning the o-limit set. 
This improves Theorem 3 of [6]. 
Remark 2.5. If the stationary problem admits more than one solution, 
which happens, e.g., if D is a ball with a sufficiently small radius (see [7]), 
then there is a minimal stationary solution (see 161). If v is a stationary 
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solution different from the minimal one, then according to [6, 
Theorem 6(i)] either u(t, u,,) with u0 > u blows up in a finite time or 
lu(t, UJ 3. -+ co as t + 00. Theorem 2.1 excludes the latter possibility. 
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